COOLICON LIGHTING LIMITED

Thank you for taking the time to view our Intellectual Property page. eBay has granted us Verified Rights Owner status and we are proud to join other participants of the VeRO programme.

About Coolicon Lighting Limited

Coolicon Lighting Limited specialises in the production and sale of the world renowned and indisputably iconic ‘Coolicon’ lighting products. The ‘Coolicon’ brand is steeped in history and can trace its origins back to 1933. At Coolicon Lighting Limited we possess and utilise a skillset and technical production methods, developed over generations, to create our products and as such, take great pride in the craftsmanship and quality of output.

Coolicon is protected by trademarks and Coolicon Lighting Limited possesses copyrights and other intellectual property rights covering a wide range of diversified products internationally in the lighting sector. Coolicon has built up a significant reputation over several years and we are obligated to protect the intellectual property rights. Coolicon Lighting Limited will remove infringing listings from this platform as well as other online platforms to protect these rights.

To learn more about Coolicon Lighting and the product we produce please visit:
www.cooliconlighting.com